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SKU Designation French Law Length (cm) Height (cm) Weight (g) Thickness (cm) MSRP

JPX130L
Jet JPX 6 Laser Noir + 1

cartouche OC 
Vente libre 19.3  12.7  540  3.74  479.00 € incl. tax

Projects an Oleoresin Capsicom ultra-irritant liquid OC solution.
Instantly blocks the abuser! Effective up to 7m.
Possibility of using a training cartridge drawing a blue food coloring.

Professional model
Reusable carcass
Black color
Pyrotechnic propulsion
Active substance volume: 11 ml / cartridge (4 cps)
Weight: 540 g (loaded)
Range: 7 meters
Speed at 1.50 m: 80 m / s

JPX 6 - Protective spray

To keep your home the safest place in the world, you can protect yourself from unwanted visitors with JPX6.
This convincing and highly effective system not only has compact ergonomics, but also an easy and
comfortable grip.
Rechargeable as fast as an eyelash flicker and always at hand, the elegant JPX6 protects what is near and
precious to you at all times.

Compact, ergonomic, intuitive handling, coupled with an unequaled projection speed. The JPX6 has a
charger with quick and easy recharging system. Quickly interchangeable, secure and containing 4 charges of
highly concentrated active substance, this charger is ready to use at any time to save what is crucial for you.
Patented quality for your safety

Superior quality and a compact design make the JPX6 a reliable defense that every home should have. As
soon as the first charge has been struck, the JPX6 automatically changes its impact on the next cartridge. This
assures you
saving precious time, while being well prepared against attackers, burglars ...
What makes the JPX 6 so special?
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4 Active substance charges

So that the JPX6 is immediately operational, the Speedloader is simply clipped to the butt.

Compact design

The revolutionary design of the JPX6 combines maximum capacity with compact dimensions. Allowing the
JPX6 to be stored
in a minimalist environment.

Innovative Propulsion System

Unlike pepper sprays, the JPX 6 can boast a patented propulsion system similar to the trigger system of an
airbag.

Maximum effect on target

Its incapacitating stopping power, gives the JPX6 a unique efficiency and reliability.

Independent of weather conditions

The patented propulsion system of the JPX 6 ensures that the objective is reached despite the wind and
downpours.
Important data:

Dimensions: 193 x 37.4 x 127 mm
Weight (loaded): 540 g
Range: 7 m
Safety distance: 1.5m
Active substance: Piexol 400kS
Operating temperatures: -20C ° bis + 80C °
Weight of trigger: 3 kg
Handle : 2 fingers

Professional accessory for maximum security

Fast recharging system for JPX6: 4 highly efficient Piexol charges ready for
protect what's really important to you.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


